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Micromanipulation is considered a challenging task which requires high precision motion and
measurement at the micro scale. When micromanipulation is concerned with living organisms
important considerations need to be addressed. These include the physical or chemical
properties of micro-organisms, living conditions, responses to the environment and achieving
suitably delicate manipulation. Bio-micromanipulation can include micro surgery or cell
injection operations, or to determine interaction forces as the basis to investigate behavior and
properties of living micro-organisms. In order to achieve suitable bio-micromanipulation
appropriate processes and/or sensory systems need to be investigated. This thesis aims to look
into the force interaction and sensing addressing two distinctive challenges in the field of biomicromanipulation.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

As an important embodiment of biomanipulation, injection of foreign materials (e.g., DNA,
RNAi, sperm, protein, and drug compounds) into individual cells has significant implications in
genetics, transgenics, assisted reproduction, and drug discovery. This thesis will develop a
microrobotic system for fully automated zebrafish embryo injection, which overcomes the
problems inherent in manual operation, such as human fatigue and large variations in success
rates due to poor reproducibility. Based on computer vision and motion control, the
microrobotic system performs injection at a speed. The actual dual tele-biomanipulation system
is shown in Figure 2. We have been developing dexterous two finger micro hands and a total
micro manipulation system. Our aim is to handle and to manipulate micro object whose size
ranges from one to hundreds micrometers. We have improved and refined our hand focusing on
extension of workspace, simple finger setting-up procedure, force sensing capability as well as
calibration, automated picking-and-placing, etc. The micro manipulation system consists of
microscope with high speed CCD camera, fine force sensor, user interface devices, and low level
motion controllers. Each probe will be able to scan the surface in order to localize precisely the
object before its manipulation but also to measure the nature and the intensity of the interaction

between the tip and the object in order to tune the grabbing force to avoid sample damage. The
force control is based on the measurement of the frequency or phase shift of the tuning fork
oscillating signal due to the tip-surface interaction. This mode is called dynamic mode in Atomic
Force Microscope (AFM). Once the object is localized and the two probes positioned closed to it,
the grabbing action will be carried out thanks to a high fidelity multi-sensorial interface based
on a force feedback system involving accurate human manipulation capabilities (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Overall view of the biological micromanipulation system..

The main objectives of this thesis work will be to propose new control strategies for a two-probe
nanomanipulation system. By nano-robotic manipulation, it is meant that biological cells are
localized, positioned, injected, characterized and placed by controlling external forces with
sensorial feedback. The candidate will investigate several control tasks leading to :
· Dynamics modeling of two-probe handing tasks
· Robust control strategies for piezoelectric-stack actuated nano-manipulators,
· Force/position nano-handling control using AFM tip nano-probes;
· Multisensorial (vision, force, X-ray) integration and data fusion ,
. Robotic cell injection experiments
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